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North American Craft Maltsters Guild 

Coronavirus Impact Survey Summary Report 

Impact survey shows reduced sales, slowed production 

By Jesse Bussard, Executive Director 

Published April 3, 2020 

Last week we sent a survey to Member Malthouses designed to help us understand the initial 

impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic on the craft malt industry. Thanks to the 30-plus craft 

maltsters (as of March 27) who took a few minutes to fill it out. 

Put simply, the results are what we expected. Nearly everyone (94%) who responded has been 

impacted in some form or another. The rapid closing or restriction of breweries and distilleries 

pivoting to produce hand sanitizer have drastically reduced sales of craft malt, as well as slowed 

production at many malthouses.  

Here are the survey results (covering 33 craft maltster responses). These haven't been checked for 

representativeness, so there may be some response bias, but we wanted to get this data out to 

you as quickly as possible. 

Has COVID-19 already impacted your business? (Check all that apply) 

 Yes, through reduced sales (88%) 

 Yes, through canceled events (48%) 

 No (6%) 

Craft maltsters could check multiple options, but using the "no," we see that 94% are already 

seeing some effect. To what effect is based on regional and local conditions. But, this is in line with 

what the Brewers Association is seeing with craft brewers. Their most recent poll showed that 99% 

of breweries are already seeing some effect from COVID-19 including slower beer sales, canceled 

events, and closed taprooms. This in turn is having ripple effects throughout supply chains 

including craft malt. 

We also asked members if they had intentions to close their malthouse during the pandemic. 

Is your craft malthouse currently closed or do you plan to close over the next two weeks? 

 Yes = 16% 

 No = 85% 

https://www.brewersassociation.org/insights/impact-survey-shows-extreme-challenges/
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As a follow-up, we asked maltsters to predict what their sales would like over the next month and 

take a guess at what the percentage change might look like. Note: The percentages shown below 

are the proportion of respondents answering that way, not the actual sales volume. 

What do you anticipate your change in YoY sales (+/-) to be over the next month compared 

to last year? 

 Down = 85% 

 Up = 9% 

 Flat = 6% 

And here is the sales change data. These percentages aren't weighted by maltster size, so do not 

consider this an estimate of an overall industry drop. Rather, an average of what the impact is like 

for a small craft maltster. 

Average percent sales change = -44% 

Next, we asked craft maltsters about how their malting production schedule had shifted in 

response to COVID-19. Please keep in mind we didn't get into the weeds on this question. Our 

assumption is that these changes are mostly sales-driven (i.e. reduced sales, canceled orders). 

Have you changed your production schedule in response to COVID-19? 

 Slowed = 54% 

 Stopped = 18% 

 No = 27% 

The next question turns to employee staffing changes and layoffs.  

Do you currently anticipate making adjustments to staffing as a result of ongoing events? 

 Yes, temporary reduction in hours of certain employees = 42% 

 Yes, temporary increase in hours of key employees = 12% 

 Yes, layoffs = 9% 

 No = 33% 

 Unsure at this time = 21% 

A statistic we find encouraging, 33% of respondents said "no" and another 21% were unsure at 

this time. This tells us, that for the time being, a fair number of respondents are still keeping 

employees working. Please note these numbers aren't weighted by size of craft maltster, number 

of employees, or size of layoffs so this in no way implies that nearly half of craft malt industry jobs 

are not affected. 
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Finally, we asked craft maltsters to share any additional impacts they are experiencing, how 

they're engaging with and supporting their communities, and what types of resources and 

education they feel they need the most right now. Below are the responses we received. 

What additional impacts are you already experiencing? 

• Cancellations of many orders 

• No inquiries, no sales calls, NOTHING. 

• We cannot get freight lanes open to receive our raw grain for production. 

• Continuing to build inventory, will slow down on production in the next week.  

• Outlay of money for an expansion that was warranted a month ago. Now, there's no immediate 

need for this expansion.  

• Delivering malt to an "only serving carry outs" now brewery---they are like family. 

• Our distributors' sales team and our sales team is currently shut down. No end in sight. One of 

our main warehouses is completely shut down. 

• Payments on receivables are slower 

• Risk of default/long delays on outstanding receivables. We will have to make decisions on how 

much credit to extend to customers. 

• Less customer interaction. It's hard to stay connected with our customers. 

• Lower cost competition and markets shifting away from Craft Beer. 

• Some of my customers are worried about going out of business. 

• do not know yet 

• Receiving payment for overdue invoices; cancelled/delayed reorders;    

• Extra time spent with COVID distancing/disinfecting protocols we've put in place. 

• Quite a few distilleries have switched to making hand sanitizer which is helping them, while 

breweries are relying on to-go sales only and most of them can't survive on just that alone. Most 

have told us they can't even brew due to the staffing reduction requirements and/or lack of 

sales.  

• Mainly uncertainty  

• Additional precautions around pickups and deliveries. 

• Reduced response from service providers 

Where do you feel you need the most help/resources/education at the moment? 

• Operating capital 

• Reducing fixed costs while shut down. 

• Still being "young" in the Malt House/Distillery business, this has taken any steam we have built 

up away. We are shifting to making sanitizer to do our part to help out. 

• Unemployment coverage for impacted employees,  
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•  Who knows? We're in this together with our brewers and distillers, so we closely pay attention to 

our state guilds.  

• Support "my" brewery--not billing until this is over.--- I am low overhead.---- Will consider other 

possibilities as they arise. 

• We need support in the form of low interest loans or grants to help us get back to production 

mode. 

• No idea 

• "Too early to tell.  

• Policies and procedures for employee protection long term view." 

• financial support 

• Ideas on other ways to stay connected with our customers. 

• raw grain and sales 

• Postponing my loan payments 

• Advocacy behind SB bail-out legislation (not loans); how to compete in a no-longer-competitive 

landscape; how to sell during a crisis  

• I'm not really sure. Our state is probably the tightest in restrictions due to having the highest 

amount of cases, and it continues to spread and grow.  

• Potential government assistance if the “shelter in place” prolongs  

• Funding and recovery resources available  

• Interpreting/navigating legislation. 

• Cost of credit relief 

How are you engaging with clients? 

• Promoting what they do on social media 

• Soft, friendly, supportive outreach campaign at present for 1-on-1 interactions. We did a big 

push on IG stories to promote our customers' to-go & delivery options, and other ways of coping. 

We are regrouping now to roll out a more intensive campaign to support our customers through 

the rebuild process. 

• Facebook posts reminding the public that the shutdown of restaurants and bars are devastating 

to craft beverage producers.  While corporate beer may have to reduce executive bonuses.  

Encouraging take-out sales from local breweries. 

• With the distillery, we offer curbside pickup if the customer chooses. With our brewers, we offer 

delivery and dock/door pickup. Social media seems to be our only outlet but we do not pay for 

advertising on social media. Our posts aren't always seen by that many people... 

• Supplying distillers with grain for sanitizer production 

• Promoting through social media, newsletters, and by physically supporting them with sales.  
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• We are limited to virtual engagement. Helping distilleries connect with health professional to 

have a resource for alcohol based hand sanitizer.  

• I'm going to get a growler and/or food from each of the clients that have purchased malt from 

me in the past to help support their businesses. 

• We have started doing in-person or phone surveys on their commitment to local craft malt; 

rather than pushing sales because we know most of our customers are hurting and we don't 

want add another worry for them. But we do want to understand whether they value and 

appreciate craft malt so we can fine-tune our future marketing messaging. 

• In terms of sales, we are "warehousing" contract volumes that had been scheduled for the next 

two months and offering free delivery on a "per brew" basis to help our customers free up cash 

and offer flexibility with unpredictable production/sales volume. - In terms of promotion we 

continue to cross promote our customers to our audience on all platforms.  

• Sharing social media from clients 

• Calls, text. We're bringing kegs to the malt house to keep people engage with brewery beers. 

• Via e-mail and sales calls.  My customer base if very transactional, but the local brewing 

community is very tight.  We're letting them know we are ready to support them when they are 

back up and running.  

• Purchasing from them, talking through text about how things are going 

• Social media shares; posting own purchases from customers; offering ways we can help via 

product price reductions, free shipping options, and extended payment terms. 

• Supportive  

• We are engaging our clients through mostly emails at this time, as there is no travel or minimal 

travel being allowed at this point.  

• Hand sanitizer for our distillery customers and supporting our brewing customers via social 

media 

• Making personal deliveries and being available to brewers and distillers 

• Check-ins via phone and email. Highlighting curbside purchase options on social media. 

• Phone. Email. Delivery is allowed. 

Are you taking any measures to support your local community during the COVID-19 crisis? 

• Sending love to all! 

• We are doing our best to conduct our business from home and support local businesses where 

practical. 

• Staying home, doing tiny amount of sales to home brewers. 

• Making sanitizer per the WHO formula. Hoping to help out local community as well as a couple 

distribution centers - so they can continue to operate in a safe manner processing deliveries. Also 
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looking into ways to donate malt to brewing for charitable causes (even more than we do 

already). 

• We are delivering malt without payment and allowing customers to take as long as they need to 

pay. 

• Yes, donating grain to distilleries for production of ethanol cleaning products. 

• Donating corn to our local distillers to use for ethanol based sanitizing solutions. Working with 

our state distillers guild to distribute product accordingly.  

• Minimum travel, minimum contact, no one is doing my work if I get sick! 

• We are working with our local hospital to connect love distilleries for hand sanitizer 

• I have volunteered to help out in the food pantry located at my church. 

• We're supplying malt for a local distiller to make hand sanitizer for his area's hospital network 

• Not sure how to help at this time but exploring options 

• We've been donating excess farm products to others in need.  

• We are adding additional capacity while we are not malting. 

• Trying to support as many local businesses as I can 

• Supporting distillers and offering alcohol to first responders for sanitizer.  

• Offering reduced price base malt options; extended payment terms for those who need it; buying 

local beer/food products 

• Yes, we are organizing a Resilience Project.  Details to complex to be included here. 

• We donated malt to a local distillery that is making hand sanitizer.  

• We are providing to our local distillers grains needed for making hand sanitizer  

• Mask donation 

• Donating malt to distillery for the production of hand sanitizer. 

What is the Guild doing with this information? Mostly, we're continuing the work we do every 

day, sharing the story of craft malt. However, this time around the story has far more importance. 

Using the results from this survey, we hope that you (our members) will gain a better 

understanding of how the COVID-19 pandemic is affecting our industry as a whole. As an 

organization, we'll be using your feedback to develop relevant resources and information to assist 

you through this trying time. We plan to continue to do regular industry check-in surveys as long 

as the COVID-19 crisis is a concern. Expect another follow-up survey in late April. 

To learn more about the Guild's response to COVID-19 and resources we've compiled, please visit 

our Coronavirus Resource Center. You can also find additional information from the following 

organizations: 

 U.S. Small Business Association (SBA): Disaster Assistance Loans & COVID-19 

 Brewers Association: Coronavirus Resource Center 

 State Brewers Guilds:  Most states have brewers guilds or associations. Find yours here. 

https://craftmalting.com/cmg-coronavirus-resource-center/
https://www.sba.gov/disaster-assistance/coronavirus-covid-19
https://www.brewersassociation.org/brewing-industry-updates/coronavirus-resource-center/
https://www.brewersassociation.org/government-affairs/state-guilds/
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 State Manufacturers Associations: Most states also have a manufacturers association. 

These organizations have state-specific resources available related to unemployment, 

operating safely, state-level SBA resources, and more. Visit the National Association of 

Manufacturers website here to find a state association in your area. 

https://www.nam.org/alliances/state-associations-group/

